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OBJECTIVE: Students will learn exercises used to develop an independent seat, working 
toward a balanced trot without stirrups. 

PREP Place cones near K and H and/or M and F. Ensure that rail is clear of jumps and other equipment to 
avoid collision if a horse drifts off  course. 

INTRO

REVIEW

LESSON
AND
EXERCISES

“As you’ve learned to ride the horse in the trot, you’ve probably noticed that your own position 
has a huge infl uence on how the horse moves and responds. Horses particularly LOVE riders 
who have balanced, following seats.” ASK: What does it mean to have a good seat? How 
does this make riding safer for you? How does it make life easier for your horse? 

5
MIN

15
MIN

15
MIN

  Was it easier for you to ride without stirrups in one particular direction? Why?
  Where do your shoulders need to be to ride the sitting trot? What happens if you perch?

5
MIN

 z Review: Riding changes of direction at the walk and posting trot, with attention to 
diagonals in the trot. Periodically ask riders to rise up into a stirrup stand and hold the 
position for fi ve to ten seconds, grabbing mane if necessary. 

Emphasize: A good position starts with alignment: head, shoulder, hip and heel all falling 
into a straight line. Students should have already learned the importance of alignment 
while riding with arms outstretched! Stirrup stand can be used at any time to test 
alignment as this exercise is impossible to achieve without the leg in the right place. 

 z Discuss: One of the best ways to develop a good seat is to ride without stirrups, which 
strengthens leg and core muscles while helping rider to move in harmony with the horse. 
Warn students that no-stirrup work is strenuous at fi rst, but gets easier with practice! 

 z PRACTICE: Cross stirrups and ride at the walk along the rail and through simple fi gures, 
with knees softly bent and toes up. Once comfortable, guide students through a series of 
exercises at the walk: poll and croup touches, toe touches and opposite toe touches, hip 
openers and simple twists, and/or riding with one arm raised overhead. 

Emphasize: The key to all these exercises is to maintain a correct leg position, with 
knees bent, heels under hips and toes up. Students should ride with “invisible stirrups,” 
occasionally testing knees for grip by sliding fl at of hand between inner knee and saddle.

 z PRACTICE: Line students up at A or C. One at a time, ask students to transition to trot at 
the fi rst cone and perform a slow sitting trot down the long side, returning to walk at the 
second cone and halting at the opposite end of the arena. Repeat in the other direction. If 
time allows, fi nish with a Walk/Trot Arena Race (see next page). 

TAKE A SEAT

LESSON #11
EQUITATION

5
MIN

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:
  2 TO 4 CONES TO MARK TRANSITIONS

15
MIN
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FUN AND GAMES
A Walk/Trot Arena Race follows up on the previous excitement of a barrel race and 
allows students to practice trotting without stirrups away from the rail in a controlled 
manner. Move two cones to create a gateway on the centerline, approximately 1/3 
up the centerline (minimum of 20’ away from the start/fi nish line). Set one barrel near 
C, and a second set of cones on the centerline approximately 15’ before it. One at a 
time, students ride a timed trip across the start/fi nish line, through both sets of cones, 
around the barrel and back through the cones. Trot is permitted but ONLY between 
the fi rst and second pairs of cones! 
   The rules establish a slow trot with controlled transitions, and prevent riders from 
losing their balance due to a sharp turn at the trot. They also encourage students to 
use their aids to produce a ground covering walk and maintain impulsion in the turn. 
This arena race can be run as an individual timed event or as a relay, using a short 
jumping bat or short length of PVC pipe as a baton. 

FINAL NOTES

STRETCHES FOR SEAT-BUILDING
There are a number of exercises that can be used to help a rider achieve balance, strength and 
suppleness in the saddle - certainly enough to fi ll an entire hour if you choose to do so! The key to 
all exercises is to remember that they are only as good as the position they produce. A toe touch 
that involves the rider gripping desperately with the knees, toes pointing down and hands clutched in 
the mane, is harmful, not helpful. You may want to introduce exercises at the halt and physically help 
riders place their legs, feet and hands in the correct position to ensure a quality stretch. 
   A few of our favorites:

 z Poll and croup touches, with one or both hands. Keep that lower leg at the girth!
 z Toe touches and opposite toe touches. Both are STRENUOUS without stirrups, particularly the opposite toe 

touches. Practicing at the halt before the walk is recommended.
 z Around the World, especially useful with younger children to help them fi nd the center of the saddle.
 z Stubby Legs, or a quad stretch, with one or both heels drawn up to cantle of saddle. Make sure horses are 

tolerant of this movement fi rst.
 z Scissor Kick, with toes pointed and legs extended in opposite directions, alternating in rhythm with the horse’s 

walk to stretch hip fl exors. 
 z Frog Legs, or leg lifts, with knee bent and held slightly away from saddle. Practice with each leg individually or 

both at once. Watch out for hip cramps on this one! Cramps can be relieved by resting the aff ected leg in front of 
the saddle as though tightening the girth.

 z Watch for signs of fatigue, especially when preparing to perform the trot. If students are wobbly or struggling to 
maintain alignment, you might want to save the trot for another day, or just keep the trots very short.

 z At this point, students should have gained enough independence to keep the horse more or less on the rail while 
riding a straight line without stirrups - but teach to the individual, not the lesson plan! If students fi nd it diffi  cult 
to multitask or have a tendency to balance by raising hands or grabbing the pommel of the saddle, enlist an 
energetic Ground Buddy or two to provide leadline support during early trot work without stirrups. 

LESSON #11
TAKE A SEAT
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LESSON #12
LONGE LESSONS

STRONG WITHOUT STIRRUPS
OBJECTIVE: Students will develop leg strength and progress toward an independent seat 
by riding both the sitting trot and the posting trot without stirrups on the longe line. 

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:
  LONGE LINE AND WHIP   OPTIONAL POLES TO DIVIDE ARENA WORKSPACE

PREP
Ensure arena has a clear workspace 20m or more in diameter, free of jump standards, extra poles or 
any other hazards. If teaching a group with assistance, you can use ground poles to divide arena into 
zones. Longe line and whip should be neatly folded and easily accessible.

INTRO

REVIEW

LESSON
AND
EXERCISES

“Last week we practiced trotting without stirrups.” ASK: How did your legs and core muscles 
feel after the lesson? A little sore? “Riding without stirrups is defi nitely hard work - but like 
every other riding skill, it gets easier with practice. And no-stirrup work is one of the fastest 
ways to develop the kind of seat that will keep you balanced and in control at the canter!”

15
MIN

30
MIN

10
MIN

  In order to ride the sitting trot well, we need to remain relaxed. What helps you to you 
relax in the saddle? What happens to your trot if you tense or hold your breath? 

  What exercises could you practice at home to make posting without stirrups easier? 

5
MIN

 z Review: Exercises at the walk without stirrups, including poll/croup exercises, toe touches, 
and hip openers. 

 z Review: Short stirrupless sitting trot down one long side, if students are suffi  ciently 
balanced and in control. Ideally, students will begin trot with stirrups, drop them, 
transition to walk and then pick stirrups up without stopping. 

 z PRACTICE: One at a time, longe riders for 5-10 minutes at the trot, on both the left and 
right rein. Cross stirrups and begin in sitting trot, starting with the outside hand on the 
pommel and the inside hand raised overhead. If rider is able, progress to trotting one 
full circle with arms outstretched and another with hands in “invisible rein” position. 
Keep trots relatively short, and allow plenty of rest before fi nishing with a posting trot 
without stirrups. 

Emphasize: The quality over quantity rule is particularly important when practicing 
posting trot without stirrups, where many riders lapse into harmful habits such as 
hunching shoulders or pinching with knees in an attempt to get out of the saddle. 
Students should let the horse tell them how far to rise out of the saddle (it may not be 
far!) and focus primarily on keeping the lower leg against the girth, with toes lifted 
above the heels. It’s okay if they can only manage a few steps at fi rst! 

 z Students waiting their turn to be longed should remain with an assistant at the other end 
of the arena. If space allows, riders can play simple mounted games such as the Tower 
Game at the walk, with and/or without stirrups. 
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FUN AND GAMES
Riding without stirrups is physically demanding for everyone, and care must be taken not to demoralize students who 
fi nd it particularly challenging due to a lack of fi tness or body awareness. For this reason, you will probably want to 
avoid competitive games and challenges that test a rider’s stamina without stirrups, at least at this introductory level! 
   On the other hand, simple mounted games that promote teamwork can be a great exercise to pair with a no-
stirrup lesson. These games develop balance and encourage natural use of the aids; you can begin play with stirrups 
and fi nish with a no-stirrup round if the students seem fresh enough. 
   Any collaborative game will do, but our favorite to pair with longe lessons is the Tower Game. It is easy to rotate 
students in and out of this one, and has enough excitement and suspense to be 
played multiple times, at slow gaits, without riders getting bored. No-stirrup rounds 
are deceptively challenging, especially for riders with tall horses who have a long 
reach down.
   The Tower Game is based on the Association Race played in IMGA competitions 
and requires two barrels or overturned bins (55-gallon barrels are best for 
beginners as they are easier to reach) and a number of plastic boxes with lids 
(sturdy kitchen storage containers). A bit of sand inside the boxes makes them 
easier to play with in windy conditions, but desensitize your horses to the sound 
of the contents shaking! For group lessons you’ll need at least one box per rider; 
if teaching a group of 3 students or less, you’ll ideally want two or three per rider. 
   Place one barrel at the end of arena and scatter all the boxes on top. Place the 
other barrel on the centerline, directly in line with the fi rst barrel. One at a time, 
students ride to the end of the arena, collect a box, and return to place it on top 
of the centerline barrel. Each successive box must be stacked on top of the boxes 
before it. If the tower topples over before the fi nal box is placed, game over - 
boxes must be reset and the game started over from the beginning! 

FINAL NOTES
 z Remember that riding without stirrups is only benefi cial as long as the rider is physically able to maintain a 

safe, balanced position. Fatigued riders rely on their hands and knees, and are likely to fall if the horse spooks or 
changes rhythm unexpectedly. Stop BEFORE you reach this point! Some students will insist they feel fi ne even if 
tired, so keep an eye on the lower leg position, as it is usually an indicator of the rider’s strength and security. 

 z If a rider is nervous about no-stirrup work or shows signs of tension, keep your trots short and easy for as long 
as it takes for them to build confi dence. You may wish to practice simple exercises, such as riding with one arm 
overhead at the walk and slow sitting trot, for several weeks before attempting posting or airplane arms. 

 z Keep a positive attitude about working without stirrups. We all love to hate it - but if you want your students 
to reap the benefi ts, you’ll need to provide lots of motivation and enthusiasm! 

LESSON #12
STRONG WITHOUT STIRRUPS

Can you teach this lesson without longeing? Absolutely - and if your horses are not rock steady on the longe line, 
you may be better off  without it. Remember, though, that students learning to balance without stirrups often 
rely on their hands, and will have limited control. Enlist Ground Buddies as needed to make the lesson a safe 
experience! 
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OBJECTIVE: Students will improve transitions between the halt, walk and trot by learning 
how to effectively prepare horse for upward and downward transitions. 

PREP Place cones near K and H and/or M and F. Ensure that rail is generously clear of jumps and other 
equipment.

INTRO

REVIEW

LESSON
AND
EXERCISES

“One of the fl atwork skills we practice the most is transitions.” ASK: What does the term 
transition mean in horseback riding? What’s the diff erence between an upward transition 
and a downward transition? “Today we’ll be tuning up our transitions by improving our 
communication - and learning how transitions can transform even the laziest horse!”

5
MIN

5
MIN

10
MIN

  How do frequent transitions improve the horse’s performance? 
  What do you think you should you do if your horse won’t trot? If they won’t walk/halt?

5
MIN

 z Review: Transitions between the walk and the halt, with the goal of performing halts 
exactly at specifi ed points (cones or other landmarks along rail). Include a turn down 
centerline and halt on X. ASK: Are your halts early, late, or right on time? 

 z Review: Transitions between the walk and the trot, using the same landmarks used for 
walk/halt transitions. Finish by turning down centerline and halting through walk. ASK: 
Are your upward transitions early, late, or right on time? What about the downward 
transitions? How can you let your horse know the transition is coming?

Emphasize: Accurate transitions depend on preparation. Preparation depends on subtle 
use of the natural aids, readying horse’s body and mind for the transition to come. 
Students should observe the length of time it usually takes for the horse to respond and 
take it into consideration even as they work toward a more immediate response. 

 z Discuss: Can students feel the horse’s responsiveness and gaits change after practicing 
transitions? ASK: Why do you think this is? Do you think you will need to use the 
same amount of pressure to ask your horse to perform a transition now? 

Emphasize: ASK, TELL, INSIST, with the student always asking nicely before insisting on a 
transition with a strong rein or leg aid. 

 z PRACTICE: Line up students in center of arena and explain rules for the Transition 
Tournament: one at a time, each student takes a single lap of the arena on the rail, 
passing a landmark designated as the start/fi nish line, performing as many walk/trot 
transitions as they can. Each upward transition followed by a downward is worth one 
point - but no points for rough riding! If time allows, add additional rounds on each rein.

TRANSITION TOURNAMENT

LESSON #13
FLATWORK SKILLS

10
MIN

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:
  2 CONES, POLES OR SIMILAR MARKER

25
MIN
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FUN AND GAMES
The Transition Tournament (sometimes referred to, when teaching very young and/or competitive children, as the 
Transition BATTLE) is one of the most versatile mounted games we’ve used in the arena. Why do we love it? 

 z It can be done with absolutely no equipment (although a cone or bending pole line is helpful).
 z It can be adapted to challenge both groups and private students.
 z It can be competitive or all about personal improvement. 
 z It encourages correctly ridden transitions AND deep corners, as smart students realize that drifting away from 

the rail costs them points. 
 z It can be condensed or expanded to fi ll however much time you have, with infi nite variations and possibilities for 

bonus rounds.
 z It can be used over and over again with students of all levels, with the transitions growing more complex. Blue 

and Orange students might ride trot and canter transitions, with or without their stirrups. Teal Level students ride 
rounds of trot/halt, walk/canter and canter/halt, true canter/countercanter, etc. 

For Yellow Level students, we recommend the following variations, all of which can be incorporated into this fi rst 
lesson or ridden in later lessons as a review:

 z Trot/walk transitions on both reins, with points from each lap combined.
 z Trot/walk/halt transitions. Ask for 3 seconds of reasonable immobility in each halt.
 z Sitting trot/walk transitions, with and without stirrups.
 z Posting trot/walk transitions without stirrups.
 z Trot/walk transitions in two-point position. 
 z Trot/walk transitions, but points can only be earned if the student posts the trot on the correct diagonal.

A few rules and tips for a clean, benefi cial Transition Tournament:

 z Explain to students that they must maintain each gait long enough to establish a rhythm - three to four strides 
at a minimum. This is particularly important in the walk where horses may jig and fool students into thinking they 
have actually changed gait!

 z Yanking on the reins or kicking/using artifi cial aids without justifi cation must be forbidden. Establish a 
penalty: no points earned for the fi rst infraction, and any further rough riding will result in points being deducted.

 z Count and keep track of transitions carefully! You may wish to involve waiting riders in a group in the counting 
to keep them engaged, but if there is a dispute about the number of points earned, you must be the fi nal judge. 

 z You can determine winners in each individual round, or keep a cumulative score. Either way, encourage 
students to improve on their own performance in each round. This is how private students “win” the game; 
you can also set a specifi ed number of transitions that must be achieved in a single round. 

FINAL NOTES

LESSON #13
TRANSITION TOURNAMENT

Although the game used in this lesson is all about QUANTITY, the emphasis can and should remain on QUALITY. 
Review use of the natural aids, as well as any artifi cial aids used. Teach a rudimentary half-halt used to prepare horse 
for both upward and downward transitions. Encourage students to feel and consider the horse’s balance and ability to 
respond, as well as their own position and how they may be helping or hindering the horse. “Horse before sport” is a 
lesson that needs to imparted early and often - this game is an excellent opportunity to practice it!
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OBJECTIVE: Students will gain familiarity with regulation dressage arena and elementary dressage 
concepts in preparation to ride an Introductory Level test. 

PREP Set out letters to mark a 20 x 40 meter dressage arena. If working in a larger space, use poles on the 
ground to form the “rail,” giving priority to the corners of the arena. 

INTRO

REVIEW

LESSON
AND
EXERCISES

As students warm up at the walk, discuss how riding accurate transitions and ring fi gures is 
a test of communication and creates good habits necessary when cantering and jumping. “A 
dressage test is a pattern that challenges us to ride with accuracy and an attention to detail. 
But don’t worry - unlike a school test, a dressage test can’t be failed!”

5
MIN

5
MIN

10
MIN

  What do the letters spell? At what letter do all dressage tests start?
  What do you think the purpose of a free walk is? Is the horse allowed to slow down?

5
MIN

 z Review: With students still riding outside the perimeter of the dressage arena (or on the 
rail if your arena IS 20m x 40m), practice riding transitions between the walk, trot and halt 
using the cones to test accuracy, with the goal of performing transitions “right on time.”

 z Discuss: The word dressage means training. Dressage is one of the few equestrian sports 
in the Olympic games, but this dressage test will be easy - walking and trotting through 
familiar transitions and fi gures! 

Emphasize: The best way to practice a test is not to run through the entire pattern 
repeatedly, but to break it into chunks and practice each piece individually. 

 z Discuss: Have students walk a lap or two inside arena and look at letters. Tell them A Fat 
Bay Mare Can Hardly Ever Kick (defi nite bay or mare if necessary), and All King Edward’s 
Horses Canter Many Big Fences. ASK: There is an invisible letter in the arena as well. 
Who remembers where X Marks the Spot? 

 z PRACTICE: Riding changes of direction across the diagonal at the walk, using letters and 
deep corners: K-X-M, H-X-F, and short diagonals such as F-E, B-H, etc. Repeat in trot. Once 
accurate, introduce transitions between medium walk and free walk across diagonals.

 z Discuss: A dressage test begins and ends by riding up the centerline. ASK: What three 
letters mark the centerline? What can the judge see from their view at C? 

 z PRACTICE: Entering at A and using half-circles to turn at A and C, at walk and trot. Once 
turns can be ridden smoothly, teach halt and salute. If time allows, ride individual mini-
tests linking together halts, turns onto centerline, and medium/free walk.

A FAT BAY MARE

LESSON #14
FLATWORK SKILLS

15
MIN

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:
  SET OF DRESSAGE ARENA LETTERS (AKEHCMBF; 

             PAINTED CONES WORK JUST FINE)

15
MIN

  POLES TO MARK ARENA BOUNDARIES IF NEEDED

5
MIN
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FUN AND GAMES
Assign each letter a name and help students come up with mnemonic devices to go with each ring 
fi gure. Younger riders particularly enjoy these games. Our two favorites:

 z What’s In My Zoo? Assign an animal name to each cone (complete with stuff ed animals, if you 
have them). Students populate their zoos with the animals collected during various ring fi gures; 
X is a wild card and can be any animal of their choice. A change of direction across the diagonal 
might give them a Monkey, a ____, and a Kangaroo. It is up to students to decide if these animals get along, or 
what kind of sounds a composite animal might make. (See Red Level Horsemanship, Lesson #18.) 

 z Strange Soup. Assign each cone the name of a food. Encourage crowd participation on this one - the odder the 
mix is, the better. X stands for something unpalatable (such as worms, moldy bread, old socks). Students create an 
ingredient list by riding various fi gures. Riding down centerline and tracking left might give them a soup made up 
of apples, worms, candy corn, and a ham sandwich! 

On a rainy day... introduce students to dressage and the arena layout by creating a scaled 
down dressage ring in a clear aisle or fl oorspace. Lead students through ring fi gures, 
including the change of rein, centerline, and 20m circles, on foot or hobbyhorse. (It is 
remarkable how accurately a child on a hobbyhorse can portray the diff erence between a 
medium and free walk.) Finish by performing actual tests (calling the movements, of course) 
and awarding treats for hardworking “horses” and riders. 

FINAL NOTES

For the majority of your students, these lessons are likely to be their fi rst encounter with dressage. As dressage tests 
are simply a test of training, and dressage forms the basis of the training we do for all disciplines, you really want your 
students to come away with a positive experience and an appreciation for how dressage can be both challenging 
and rewarding.
   Unfortunately, dressage is often an unpopular activity, especially for children, thrill-seekers, and those with horses 
who make “obedience” and “submission” diffi  cult to achieve. YOUR attitude toward the work will make a big 
diff erence in how your students perceive it, so teach these lessons with an extra helping of enthusiasm. 
   A few strategies for keeping students engaged and keeping the FUN in fl atwork:

 z Use the terms “dressage” and “fl atwork” interchangeably. The skills practiced in a lower-level dressage test 
are, after all, simply fl atwork fundamentals. 

 z Emphasize how the skills practiced in a dressage test are benefi cial for jumping, speed events, trail riding, etc. 
ASK: Imagine this 20m circle/corner/straight line is setting you up for a jump. Would you clear it? 

 z Expose students to upper level dressage by showing them videos or assigning them online video for at-home 
watching. Try to fi nd a beautifully-ridden musical freestyle - bonus points if the music appeals to your audience!

 z Be generous with your praise, and keep expectations low. The goal at this level is for students to complete a 
test, showing they know how to ride the fi gures and prepare their horses for transitions and turns. The test will 
probably be sloppy, without the rhythm, impulsion and balance the written sheet calls for. No worries - it is much 
easier to build the skill of a happy horse and rider than it is to improve a pair that is overfaced, resentful or bored! 

LESSON #14
A FAT BAY MARE
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OBJECTIVE: Students will practice further accuracy within a dressage arena by learning to ride 
20m circles at the walk and trot.

PREP Set out letters to mark a 20 x 40 meter dressage arena. If working in a larger space, use poles on the 
ground to form the “rail,” giving priority to the corners of the arena. 

INTRO

REVIEW

LESSON
AND
EXERCISES

“Last week we learned how to ride in a dressage arena and use the letters to create straight 
lines across the diagonal and down the centerline. Dressage tests contain another ring fi gure: 
the circle. As you might remember from Red Level, riding a round circle is easier said than 
done!” ASK: Why is riding a circle challenging? Why are circles so important to practice?

5
MIN

5
MIN

15
MIN

  Do you fi nd it easier to circle your horse to the left or the right? Why? 
  What four points mark a 20m circle at B? At A? Are there ever corners on a circle? 

5
MIN

 z Review: Practice riding transitions between the medium walk and the free walk, on the rail 
and through changes of direction across the diagonal. 

 z Review: Riding down centerline at the walk and trot. Finish with each student individually 
performing a halt through the medium walk on X and saluting the “judge.”  

 z Discuss: We measure ring fi gures in meters because dressage is an international sport and 
most countries use the metric system. A regulation small dressage arena is 20m x 40m.  
ASK: Do you know how big a meter is? An Introductory test includes 20m circles, which 
is small enough to challenge your ability to bend and turn but big enough that it doesn’t 
stress the horse’s body. ASK: How many 20m circles would fi t in this arena?

 z PRACTICE: Riding 20m circles at the walk, both in the center of the arena (at E or B) and 
at the end of the arena (A or C). Repeat on the opposite rein. Once students are able to 
ride a reasonably accurate circle without a lead, ride through all circles at the posting trot, 
changing direction across the diagonal (with deep corners!) to link left and right circles. 

Emphasize: A round circle begins and ends in exactly the same place. This depends 
on riders riding forward in an energetic working trot (a slow trot will die on the circle!), 
looking ahead, and taking into consideration the horse’s tendencies to fall in/drift out. 

 z PRACTICE: One at a time, challenge students to the Rope Challenge. Each student takes 
one end of a soft rope 10m in length and stands at E or B while you position yourself on 
the letter X, holding the other end of the rope. Draw a small circle in the footing around 
your feet. Students must walk and then trot a full revolution of the circle without letting go 
of the rope, allowing it to touch the ground, or causing you to step out of your circle!

GEOMETRY LESSONS

LESSON #15
FLATWORK SKILLS

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:
  SET OF DRESSAGE ARENA LETTERS (AKEHCMBF; 

             PAINTED CONES WORK JUST FINE)

15
MIN

  POLES TO MARK ARENA BOUNDARIES IF NEEDED

15
MIN
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FUN AND GAMES
 z As a challenging alternative to the Rope Challenge, substitute a 10m long 

length of paper party streamer for the rope. The usual penalties for falling in 
on the circle apply, but in this case, if the circle bulges outward, the ribbon will 
tear. This game works best on a calm day or in an indoor arena where you don’t 
have to worry about wind buff eting the lightweight ribbon. Horses must be 
desensitized to the fl uttering of the ribbon - and the rope, but the sound of the 
paper ribbon usually gets more of a reaction! 

 z Review the Merry Go Round game (Red Level Horsemanship, Lesson #19) at 
the trot. The diffi  culty increases substantially, and awards prompt transitions as 
well as accurately-ridden circles. 

Until students develop an awareness and feel for bend, they will need a lot of landmarks to 
ride accurate ring fi gures. Show them that the “cheat code” for a 20m circle includes four 
points: a left circle at E, for example, would cross the centerline halfway between X and A, 
touch B, cross the centerline halfway between X and C, and return to E. Circles at A touch the 
rail between K and E, cross X, touch the rail between B and F, and return to A. 
Demonstrate how students will ride corners before and after circles, but never during. Above 
all, remain patient throughout any confusion. Arena geometry is diffi  cult for many students 
to learn - children and adults alike! 

FINAL NOTES

GROUP VS PRIVATE LESSONS
 z Most of the work in this lesson can be done single fi le. When playing the Rope Challenge with a group, station 

riders waiting their turn to go at the C end of the arena, instructing each rider to move to the letter A once their 
circle is complete. 

 z Whether teaching a group lesson or a private student, consider leading the walk circles on foot (or “invisible 
horse”). A visual is worth a thousand words, and from the head of the line you can ensure students ride to the 
correct landmarks on each circle. This is particularly helpful with private students who have no one else to follow. 

 z The goal of this lesson is for students to trot a recognizable 20m circle. Don’t worry about a consistent rhythm, 
bend, or even true roundness to the circle, at least not at fi rst. Focus on the accuracy fi rst and the quality of 
the trot second. Even seasoned dressage riders fi nd these circles diffi  cult to ride well - be sure to point this out if 
you sense anyone getting discouraged.

 z After mastering this lesson and the previous lesson, students should have the skills to put together an Introductory 
test. Either Intro A or B is fi ne; the main diff erence is that B requires turns on and off  the centerline, so choose 
your test based off  your student’s ability to maintain the trot. Encourage students to watch videos online of 
whichever test you choose so they are familiar with the procedure and the fl ow of the test. While they are not 
required to memorize the test at this level, a little visual preparation goes a long way! 

LESSON #15
GEOMETRY LESSONS
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OBJECTIVE: Students will apply skills practiced in previous lessons by riding Introductory Level 
Test A or B, demonstrating reasonably accurate transitions and ring figures. 

PREP Set out letters to mark a 20 x 40 meter dressage arena. If working in a larger space, use poles on the 
ground to form the “rail,” giving priority to the corners of the arena. 

INTRO

REVIEW

LESSON
AND
EXERCISES

“Now that you’ve practiced all the pieces of a dressage test, it’s time to put the whole pattern 
together. Today, we’ll be pretending we’re riding our tests at the Olympic Games, but with a 
little help: you’ll have the pattern called out to you step by step so you can concentrate on 
communicating with your horse and riding letter perfect fi gures and transitions!” 

5
MIN

5
MIN

15
MIN

  How do you think the skills you practiced for this test would help you with jumping?
  If you were going to ride this test again in a month, what would you practice the most?

5
MIN

 z Review: Riding 20m circles at the walk: at E and A on the left rein, at C and B on the right 
rein. Link with changes of direction across the diagonal, including one demonstrating 
transitions between free and medium walk. After a warm-up trot along rail in each 
direction, repeat all circles in posting trot. 

 z Emphasize: Riding deep corners makes it much easier to ride circles and transitions 
exactly at the letters. Students should take advantage of all the space the small arena has 
to off er them.

 z Discuss: Pass around test sheet for the Intro test of your choice as you explain how 
dressage tests are scored: the “judge” will be awarding a score of 0 to 10 for each 
maneuver and for overall impressions. Explain how you will signal the start of the test, 
how you will be reading it, and what will happen if a student goes off  course or otherwise 
“messes up.” Make SURE students know their left from right! 

Emphasize: One bad movement is not the end of the world! If a transition or fi gure does 
not go as hoped, students should simply concentrate on making the next one better. 

 z PRACTICE: One at a time, have students trot around perimeter of dressage arena until 
you signal for the beginning of the test. Call one movement ahead throughout test, 
awarding scores based on accuracy, not the bend and consistent contact expected in 
a competitive dressage test. Applaud for each rider upon completion.

 z Discuss: Briefl y evaluate each test, accentuating the positive. ASK: What part of the test 
do you think was the best? What did you fi nd the most challenging? If you had the 
opportunity to redo one movement, which would it be? Allow redos if time allows.

PUT TO THE TEST

LESSON #16
FLATWORK SKILLS

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:
  SET OF DRESSAGE ARENA LETTERS (AKEHCMBF; 

             PAINTED CONES WORK JUST FINE)

10
MIN

  POLES TO MARK ARENA BOUNDARIES 
              IF NEEDED

20
MIN
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FUN AND GAMES
 z Award a Best of the Test prize to the student who scores the highest; at HorseSense, we set 

a dressage arena up for lessons every spring and fall and award a single prize to the Yellow/
Blue/Purple Level student with the best percentage score. This prize is usually a party favor 
crown or tiara to honor the “Dressage King or Queen.” Remember that some students 
will enjoy the competitive aspect of riding a judged dressage test, while others will not, 
particularly students who are anxious/reluctant to ride a test in the fi rst place. Know your audience!

 z If possible, fi lm each student’s test. Compile a highlight video to post on your website and social media. For 
many beginners, this is the fi rst opportunity they have to see themselves ride on camera. Aside from the value of 
instant replay, this is great PR they can share with family and friends as proof of their progress.

 z Set your dressage tests to music, either by allowing students to choose a song or by selecting one for each 
rider ahead of time (often a safer bet!). We admit to being partial to Dom Schramm’s “Dressage Skillz,” but you’ll 
probably want to save this one for experienced students who get all the inside jokes.

Can your students ride accurate tests with control of their horse’s track and pace? 
Then they are ready to try some easy mounted drillwork. Form pairs or teams of 
four and guide them through basic exercises in synchrony, spacing and alignment. 
Once you have a pattern rehearsed, set quadrilles to music. 
At HorseSense, our annual Quadrille Camp - featuring incredible costumes and 
creative interpretations of popular music - is open to students Yellow Level and 
above, and fi lls to capacity months before the event. Nothing else gets our students 
THIS excited about a weekend of pure fl atwork! 

FINAL NOTES

GROUP VS PRIVATE LESSONS
 z Space group lessons out so that riders waiting their turn are stationed safely outside the dressage arena, far 

enough to apart to prevent the herd dynamic from aff ecting the rider performing the test. Establish an order of 
go with your most confi dent rider going fi rst; students who are anxious about the test usually prefer to go last so 
they can watch several performances. 

 z Allow private students a chance to ride the test twice whenever possible. The fi rst ride can be a practice run, with 
the second ride scored, or you can score them both.

 z Make sure to project your voice and enunciate clearly when calling the test. Invariably, the day you choose for 
this lesson will be the same day the wind is blowing, the neighbor’s dogs are barking, and machinery is drilling just 
down the road. 

 z Give each student their completed test sheet at the end of the lesson or the following week, depending on the 
time you can aff ord to spend fi lling out comments. Keep all of your feedback simple and POSITIVE. Explain that 
you are scoring on accuracy; remember that beginners often feel fortunate to stay in the trot throughout a whole 
circle and may have little control of balance and bend! 

LESSON #16
PUT TO THE TEST
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OBJECTIVE: Students will review trot circles and posting diagonals by learning to ride a 
figure-8, with an emphasis on symmetry and rhythm. 

PREP Lay two poles to create a chute crossing the centerline, forming the center of a fi gure-8. Ensure rail is 
clear. 

INTRO

REVIEW

LESSON
AND
EXERCISES

“In learning to ride a dressage test, you practiced several ring fi gures - such as circles and 
changes of direction - at the trot.” ASK: How do ring fi gures benefi t your riding? How do 
they benefi t the horse? “Today we’ll be learning a new ring fi gure that can be trickier than it 
sounds: the fi gure-8.”

5
MIN

10
MIN

10
MIN

  Where is the best place to change your posting diagonal? Why? 
  Could you ride the 8 without the poles? How would you keep track of the shape?

5
MIN

 z Review: Riding 20m circles at the walk at A and C. ASK: How can you tell if your circle 
is the right size without the dressage letters there to mark it? Pace off  each student’s 
circle and award whoever gets closest to 20m. 

 z Review: Riding long side, 20m circle at the short end, long side in posting trot, once on 
each rein. Repeat without stirrups, posting for a few steps on long sides and sitting the 
circle. Circles can be walked if necessary. 

 z Demonstrate: Line students up single fi le. Lead them through a fi gure-8 at the walk.

Emphasize: The fi gure-8 that should be practiced here is made of two round circles, 
not diagonal lines (a very common mistake!). Remind students that a circle does not have 
any straight sides - the only place they will straighten their horses is for the few strides 
between the poles as they prepare to change direction. 

 z PRACTICE: One at a time, have students trot through the fi gure 8, starting and fi nishing 
at X. Passing through the poles is not optional! Repeat, with an emphasis on posting 
diagonals the second time. 

 z Discuss: The two circles will likely feel diff erent to ride, depending on the horse’s stiff  side 
and hollow side. ASK: What are your horse’s tendencies on the left circle? The right? 
How can you prevent them from falling in/pulling out?

 z PRACTICE: One at a time, have students trot the fi gure-8 again. This time, count the 
number of times they rise to the trot on the fi rst AND second circles, starting over as 
they pass through the poles. The winner is the student whose circles most closely match! 

CRAZY EIGHTS

LESSON #17
FLATWORK SKILLS

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:
  2 GROUND POLES. IF UNAVAILABLE, USE CONES/BARRELS/STANDARDS.

15
MIN

15
MIN
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FUN AND GAMES
 z A great way to test students on their ability to line up correctly for the change of direction is by playing Shrinking 

Bridge. Start with a generous space between the poles, approximately 10’, and narrow the bridge every time they 
trot the fi gure-8 successfully. The fi nal round should leave a space just big enough for the horse’s hooves to pass 
through. If they step off  the bridge or miss it entirely, game over - they have to go back to the previous width. 

 z If students master the intricacies of the symmetrical fi gure-8 and you have time left over, 
turn the poles around so they are parallel to the centerline instead of perpendicular, 
leaving 4’ between them. (Add 3 to 6 inches when working with tall or long-strided horses.) 
Have students ride over the poles in two-point position. This provides an additional 
challenge as the poles can put them on either posting diagonal, requiring them to check 
and/or change while maintaining their trot and the track of the new circle. To increase 
the diffi  culty, add more poles to the grid (horses will not make it over all of them unless 
correctly presented to the center) or substitute normal poles with a “skinny” pole or low 
fl ower box (make sure horses will trot over without jumping!). This exercise can be expanded 
to an entire follow-up lesson for students who need more repetition with the fi gure-8, or 
need their fl atwork skills related to jumping to keep their interest. 

FINAL NOTES

CROWD CONTROL
Group lessons will need to be spaced out carefully when riding through the fi gure-8 one at a time to avoid 
interference. Where you station your additional riders will depend somewhat on the size of your arena; a safe bet is 
to place one to two students inside each of the circles, with any additional students positioned at A, E/B and/or C, 
depending on how much room you have available on the rail. Stand at E/B yourself to provide the rider on course with 
a target to aim for as they change direction. 

 z As in all ring fi gure work at the trot, students will quickly learn that the fi gure-8 is dependent on a forward 
working trot. (This is particularly important when practicing diagonals, and when riding the symmetry challenge 
at the end of the lesson, as your count will have to restart every time the horse breaks to walk!) If the trots are 
looking lethargic, devote a portion of the warm-up to riding rapid-fi re transitions to get horses and riders on their 
toes. If time allows, a single round of the Transition Tournament can be a great wake-up call. 

 z This lesson is easiest to teach soon after students have mastered the 20m trot circles required for their Intro Level 
dressage test. However, you can place it anywhere in your progression plan as soon as students demonstrate 
an ability to trot and steer at the same time. You may wish to use it to introduce large circles before moving 
inside a dressage ring, or to review early lessons in posting diagonals. If your students are restless after several 
weeks of fl atwork, incorporate the trot pole variation, or come back to this after spending a week or two on 
polework, survival skills or less “serious” mounted games.  

LESSON #17
CRAZY EIGHTS

On a rainy day... combine this lesson with your introduction to other ring fi gures (dressage 
fi gures, serpentine, etc.) and practice with hobbyhorses or “invisible horses” in a mini-arena. 
The symmetry challenge still works if you count footsteps instead of posting strides! Chant “SIT 
SIT” for changes of posting diagonal, and teach them canter leads and simple changes. 
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OBJECTIVE: Students will gain further experience in riding ring figures at the trot by 
learning how to ride a serpentine. 

PREP Lay ground poles out in chutes to mark crossing points for a 3 or 4 loop serpentine, as space allows. 
Leave 3’ to 4’ between poles on each “bridge.” Set extra poles or cones near rail to mark loops. 

INTRO

REVIEW

LESSON
AND
EXERCISES

“Ring fi gures that include a change of rein, like the fi gure-8 we practiced last week, are 
especially good for both horse and rider as they work both sides of the body evenly. Another 
ring fi gure that does this is the serpentine. With a little practice, you and your horse will be as 
fl exible as an actual snake!”

5
MIN

10
MIN

10
MIN

  Will you end a 3-loop serpentine facing the same direction you started in? A 4-loop? 
  If you ride a 2-loop serpentine, how many times will you cross the middle of the arena?

5
MIN

 z Review: Riding a fi gure-8 at the walk, both with large circles (crossing at X as practiced 
previously) and small/medium circles (stepping over one of the pole bridges to test 
straightness in the center of the 8).

 z Review: Riding a large fi gure-8 at the trot, both in the posting trot and in the sitting trot 
without stirrups. 

 z Discuss: A serpentine can have 2 loops, 3, 4 or even more, depending on your goals and 
the size of the arena. When counting loops, we are counting turns, not crossings, so if 
you ride a 3 loop serpentine, you change direction across the middle of the arena twice.

Emphasize: To remember how to count loops, students should think of the arena as a 
birthday cake. 2 cuts = 3 pieces. 3 cuts = 4 pieces. Loops should all be the same size - no 
one wants an extra-small piece of cake! 

 z Demonstrate: Line students up single fi le and lead them through a serpentine at the walk.

 z PRACTICE: Have students ride through serpentine independently, fi rst at the walk, then at 
the posting trot, then again at the trot with attention to posting diagonals. ASK: Do you 
need to change diagonal as you fi nish the serpentine at A or C? Why not? 

 z PRACTICE: Pair students up to create teams and give the fi rst rider on the fi rst team the 
baton. One by one, each team rides the serpentine as a relay, riding from A to C and 
then back again before passing off  the baton. The team who completes both double 
serpentines in the shortest amount of time is the winner - but there are time penalties for 
missing chutes and/or cones as well as incorrect diagonals! 

SERPENTINE SLALOM

LESSON #18
FLATWORK SKILLS

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:
  4 TO 6 GROUND POLES
  OPTIONAL POLES OR CONES TO SET NEAR RAIL

15
MIN

10
MIN

  CROP OR BATON

5
MIN
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FINAL NOTES

GROUP VS PRIVATE LESSONS
 z Dividing group lessons into teams can require some logistical maneuvering, 

particularly when working with an odd number of riders. Equine dynamics are 
also important to consider. In a timed activity, it is important to make the teams 
as even as possible, so avoid putting all your plodding, push ride horses together 
unless you have no alternative! 
   Groups of three can be managed a couple of diff erent ways, depending on 
the competitive nature of your students. All three students can form a single 
team, running the relay against the clock and trying to beat their own time in 
the second round. You can also omit the hand-off  and run individual timed trips 
through the course, in either a single timed round or head to head match-ups. 
   Groups of fi ve can be divided into teams of two and three, with one of the 
riders on the short team going twice (fi rst and last to keep the hand-off  going). 
   Regardless of team structure, make sure that riders waiting their turn are 
stationed safely off  to the side. If working with a large group you may wish to 
send half the riders to the other end of the arena and have each student complete 
a single instead of double serpentine before passing off  the baton. 

 z As in #10 Barrels of Fun, private students can compete against their own time, 
or simply ride the course with attention to accuracy. The Shrinking Bridge 
exercise can be useful here as well, with the gaps between poles and cones/rail 
growing tighter with each round. 

 z Ensure that safe hand-off  technique is used whenever running a relay. Batons of all kind should be held out 
with the arm fully extended and the baton vertical, leaving space for the outgoing rider to grab it and reducing 
the likelihood of either horse or rider being hit in the face. Watch for inattentive riders standing directly behind 
the hand-off ! Since riders will have their reins in one hand and their attention on the baton, their stopping 
distance may be longer than usual, so plenty of room should be left between the hand-off  and the rail as well. 

LESSON #18
SERPENTINE SLALOM

FUN AND GAMES:

 z Award prizes to the fastest team/individual, or the team with the fewest errors on course. 

 z If horses are able to work in close proximity without warfare, use the fi gure-8 and 
serpentine to teach the intricacies of working two abreast. Divide riders into 
pairs and allow them to practice maintaining alignment on the rail fi rst, at the walk 
and/or trot. Once they are able to stay abreast through corners as well as along 
the straightaways, send each pair through a fi gure-8, then a three-loop serpentine. 
This requires adjusting stride and pace and excellent teamwork as the horse on 
the outside of each turn must cover more ground. All fi gures should be practiced 
thoroughly at the walk before attempting at the trot! 
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PREP Set cones and poles to form markers and pulley rein bridge on Survivor Course (see next page). 
Include 1 to 2 cones to designate the start and fi nish line. 

INTRO

REVIEW

LESSON
AND
EXERCISES

“No matter how quiet our horses are, there will come a time when they suddenly remember 
they are prey animals - usually when we least expect it. That means we have to be ready 
for anything!” ASK: What do our horses usually do when they are afraid? What is the 
strangest thing you’ve ever seen a horse spook at?

5
MIN

10
MIN

15
MIN

  How do you know when your horse has earned an emergency stop? 
  Do you think it’s a good idea to move your leg to the fl anks when adjusting stirrups? 

5
MIN

 z Review: Riding a serpentine at the walk, posting trot, and sitting trot without stirrups. 
Have students return to rail before riding a posting trot without stirrups, one at a time, for 
as far as they are able. ASK: How can practicing no-stirrup work keep you safe in an 
emergency? 

 z Review: Red Level survival skills, including a one-rein stop, pulley rein, and emergency 
dismount, at the walk and trot. ASK: When is it a better idea to use a pulley rein 
instead of a one-rein stop? Jumping off  a runaway horse is usually not a good idea - 
so why is it so important to practice dismounting on the go? 

Emphasize: Emergency stops are only as good as the rider’s strong, defensive position, or 
safety seat. The faster the horse moves, the more important the safety seat is. Practice the 
tug test (see Red Level Horsemanship, Lesson #9) as needed. 

 z Discuss: One of the best things a rider can do to keep themselves safe is to learn to think 
like a horse and to avoid placing themselves in vulnerable situations. ASK: When we 
tighten the girth from horseback, we should keep both feet in the stirrups and our 
reins in one hand. Why do you think this is? 

 z PRACTICE: Have students all tighten their girths and adjust their stirrups while mounted, 
with attention to keeping reins organized and seat centered. 

 z PRACTICE: Introduce students to the Survivor Course, either by talking them through 
stations or giving them a walking tour. Students ride the course one at a time against the 
clock, with time penalties awarded for minor infractions such as stepping off  the bridge or 
missing a cone. Anything unsafe is awarded a Safety Strike - three strikes and they’re out! 

STAYING ALIVE

LESSON #19
BASIC SKILLS

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:
  2 TO 4 POLES
  STOPWATCH OR STOPWATCH FUNCTION

15
MIN

10
MIN

  4 TO 6 CONES

OBJECTIVE: Students will review emergency skills including the one-rein stop, 
pulley rein and emergency dismount on a timed obstacle course.
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FINAL NOTES

GROUP VS PRIVATE LESSONS
 z Station riders waiting their turn several horse lengths apart along the rail. In this lesson, it actually is not a 

terrible thing if horses have a herd to pull toward, as it can allow students to immediately apply their techniques 
to a “real world” situation - but use your best judgment here. After all, the whole point of the lesson is to increase 
rider safety! 

 z In the absence of competitors to race against, pit private students against the course, challenging them to beat 
their own time. You can also increase the diffi  culty if your lesson time permits a second or third round. 

 z Many students get swept away in the urgency of a one-rein stop or pulley rein, especially when practicing at the 
trot, and apply much more pressure on the reins than is actually needed. Emphasize that as when applying 
normal aids, students should use however much pressure it takes, and NO MORE. Remind them that while 
safety drills are important to the rider, they are not really fair to horses, and the horses must not come away from 
this lesson feeling abused! Carrots make a GREAT prize to award for successful completion of the course. 

LESSON #19
STAYING ALIVE

Download a full-length version of this Obstacle Course map - along with 
several other variations of our Survivor Course - on our website! 

http://horsesenselearninglevels.com/resource-center/lesson-plans/

A SAMPLE SURVIVOR COURSE:

1. At Cone #1, remove feet from stirrups. Ride to Cone #2 and 
retrieve stirrups without looking down.

2. Turn down centerline and stop horse on the pulley rein 
bridge. Stand for fi ve seconds before continuing. 

3. Turn left around Cone #3 and ride to one rein box. Bring 
horse to halt by disengaging hindquarters.

4. Turn right around Cone #3 and toward pole. Drop reins and 
then retrieve, regaining correct length before pole.

5. Trot over pole in 2-point position.
6. At Cone #2, remove feet from stirrups. Before Cone #1, 

dismount and lead horse to fi nish, keeping reins safely over 
horse’s head.

On a rainy day... review survival skills and teach correct adjustment of stirrup leathers and girth 
with just a sturdy saddle stand. (Horses prefer it when we practice our pulley rein technique 
without them, anyway!) Adjusting stirrups can be particularly challenging for young riders 
with small hands. You play the horse and provide reins to hold; after students have practiced 
both lengthening and shortening on the left and the right, without letting go of reins, turn the 
exercise into an individual timed event.

1

2

3
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LESSON #20
LONGE LESSONS

BALLERINA GAME
OBJECTIVE: Students will develop a relaxed, natural balance at the trot without stirrups and test 
the independence of their seat by performing a series of “dance moves” with their arms. 

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:
  LONGE LINE AND WHIP

PREP
Ensure arena has a clear workspace 20m or more in diameter, free of jump standards, extra poles or 
any other hazards. If teaching a group with assistance, you can use ground poles to divide arena into 
zones. Longe line and whip should be neatly folded and easily accessible.

INTRO

REVIEW

LESSON
AND
EXERCISES

“All of the time you’ve spent at this Level, riding without stirrups and practicing diff erent 
positions, has helped you progress toward riding with an independent seat. Remember, a 
good seat does more than keep us aboard. It also feels good to the horse and makes it easier 
to communicate, so you and your horse can become dance partners.”

5
MIN

30
MIN

20
MIN

  Do you think you sit evenly in the saddle, or do you fi nd yourself shifting to one side? 
When do you notice this the most? 

  Do you think this game would be easier or harder with stirrups? Why?

5
MIN

 z Review: Have students warm up at the walk by riding serpentines of two, three, and four 
loops, both with and without stirrups. Repeat at the posting trot, with changes of posting 
diagonal as needed.

 z Review: Ride fi nal three-loop serpentine in sitting trot without stirrups, returning to rail 
and posting for one full lap or for as long as student is able. 

Emphasize: It is okay if a student is not able to make it for a full lap around the arena 
quite yet. Posting without stirrups sometimes requires a lot of patient practice!

 z PRACTICE: One at a time, longe riders for 5-10 minutes at the trot, on both the left and 
right rein. Cross stirrups and begin in sitting trot, riding a full lap with arms outstretched. 
ASK: Can you visualize a ballerina performing? How would she hold her arms? How 
might she move them as she dances? Ask students to ride several laps at a slow sitting 
trot, moving arms slowly and gracefully as though they are the ballerina. If student is able 
to do this easily and time allows, try out a few additional moves, such as swim strokes, 
rope climbing, dance party, etc. (See next page for more ideas.)

 z Students waiting their turn to be longed should remain with an assistant at the other 
end of the arena. This time may be used to review Yellow Level skills such as transitions, 
emergency stops/dismounts, or trot poles on an as needed basis. Alternatively, if space 
allows, riders can form pairs or teams of three and ride through simple fi gures such 
as a small fi gure-8 two or three abreast, practicing rating speed while emphasizing the 
“dance” theme of communication and partnership. 

  OPTIONAL POLES TO DIVIDE ARENA WORKSPACE
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DANCE MOVES
The exact maneuvers used during the Ballerina Game are not as important as the intent: to maintain motion with the 
upper body that promotes a relaxed, following seat. We like to start with ballerina arms because the slow grace 
associated with this movement is less likely to pull a rider off  balance; if they aren’t sitting evenly in the saddle, it’s nice 
to catch that before they start windmilling their arms crazily. 
   Once they have this down, though, you’re really limited only by imagination. If you run out of moves to try, ask 
your student for ideas. Some of them will be really creative, and may introduce you to popular new dance crazes!
   A few suggestions to get you started:

 z Swim strokes can include dog paddle, freestyle, breaststroke, or backstroke - ask your student to choose their 
favorite. Just no diving off  the horse! 

 z Cheerleaders throw their hands up in the air, spell out the name of their favorite horse, shake their pom-poms.
 z Mountaineers climb up their rope with both hands.
 z Airplanes turn by dipping their arms; but rider airplanes are special and can also remain level while twisting from 

side to side.
 z Ninjas perform the karate chop - but watch out for the horse’s ears! 
 z Big birds fl ap their wings. Chickens fl ap their elbows. No clucking unless you want the horse to go faster!
 z Cowboys/cowgirls twirl their lasso.
 z Disco dancers have all kinds of moves - just don’t be surprised if the kids use diff erent techniques than you 

remember from decades past! 

FINAL NOTES

GROUP VS PRIVATE LESSONS
 z If you can’t make the longeing happen safely, or your group is too large to divide time fairly, this game can still 

be played with the help of some reliable and energetic Ground Buddies. Remember that riders will have little to 
no control over the horse as soon as they start to play, and ask your assistants to maintain contact with the horse 
during all no-hand work. Break the trot into small chunks to keep from exhausting your helpers; ask students to 
trot from one end of the arena to another, practicing a diff erent maneuver on each pass.

 z Since private students often have a few extra minutes to play with, you may wish to start by playing a round of the 
ballerina game at the walk fi rst, or at the posting trot with stirrups. 

 z If you are teaching boys (or men), they may not be as enthusiastic about imitating a ballerina, despite the 
impressive skill of male ballet dancers! Try swim strokes or cowboy fi rst, but ask them to begin in slow motion.

 z Are they ready to canter at last? This lesson might be used as your fi nal test to ensure that students are mentally 
and physically ready for the canter lessons in Green Level. Trust your instincts - if in doubt, wait for another day. It 
rarely takes as long to build confi dence as it does to rebuild it. 

LESSON #20
BALLERINA GAME


